
Angling Report 16-09-2014  

 

One of the biggest clubs in the area JVAC took off to Messingham Sands for their annual weekend away. 

Its always a must fish fixture in the clubs list of matches and this one once again saw a very good turn 

out. With few anglers over the two days managing to catch big weights on the Swan Pool, anglers on the 

pole struggled to put a good weight to the scales, so it was left to those fishing method feeders that 

stole the show. There are few better exponents of accurate feeder fishing that Rob Goodson and he 

showed everyone the way on opening day putting a fine 124lb 11oz to the scales, netting carp to double 

figures to see him well clear. Runner up was Keith Fisher on 78lb 4oz followed by Barry Nichols with 58lb 

11oz. On day two quiet a few more of the field switched to feeder tactics with Mick King taking the 

honours with 188lb, then came Martin freeman with 129lb 14oz and the eventual overall winner of the 

two day festival Rob Goodson, he weighed in 93lb to give him a four point score. Runner up over the 

two days was Martin Freeman with six points followed by Keith Fisher on 8. 

 

 

Some waters fair better than other when we get a prolong spell of dry weather and some strange reason 

several of out fenland drains suffer more than most as the Whittlesey AA anglers found out at the 

weekend. Such a pity as they where fishing for the Dave Jarrett Shield, a coveted trophy I know many 

will want to hold aloft in the years to come. 

WAA Result for Sat 13th September Fished on the 20 foot Drain at 

With ideal conditions at Goosetree Corner and a ripple on the water all looked fine for a good match 

however that was not to be with no water movement at all. Bites were hard to come by all those taking 

part, with Andy Lawrence on the end peg using a sort whip and squatt he teased out a small net of roach 

weighing 1lb 14oz to take first place. Runner up just two pegs away was Dave White, he used the long 

pole and maggot approach in deep water fishing a light rig on the bottom catching roach slowly but 

finished with 1lb 3ozThird place went to Frank Bevilacqua with a modest 1lb. 



 

I am sorry to say it was not much better on the River Nene at Wansford for anglers involved in the 

Yaxley Farcet, Holme and DAC latest round of their point's series. Weights were disappointing compared 

to earlier in the week, but Ivan Marriott managed to put a respectable catch in his net. Marriott caught 

small fish slowly through the morning on maggot using 

the pole at 4m and 7m, before a late switch to hemp saw him add some quality roach in the last 30 

minutes to weigh in 4lb 1 oz. Runner-up John Furnell had early success on small fish before having a pike 

disrupt his swim. The pike took a roach and hung on to it, giving Furnell a ten minute battle before he 

slipped the net beneath the 16lb predator. His catch rate never really recovered, finishing up with 2lb 11  

oz of skimmers, gudgeon and roach caught on maggot. Lionel Whaley was only a couple of fish behind 

with 2lb 10z for third place. 

 

One of the most popular series of matches down at the decoy Lakes complex is undoubtedly the Friday 

over 55's event. The summer series is drawing to a close though and anglers will soon be looking at 

winter rigs, but for now the big weights continue to roll in. The latest round was fished on the Cedar 

pool with Jay Richardson way out in front with an impressive display of margin pole fishing with meat 

from peg 6 netting 116lb 4oz. Runner up was John Buckingham, he fished the pole with pellet followed 

by Buzz Smith on 72lb 13oz. 

 

In the Decoy Lakes open match fished on the Willows Wayne Shepherd drew hot peg 25 and made no 

mistake bagging 164lb 5oz on the feeder and pole to top the small but impressive field. Runner up on 

peg 35 was Ben Townsend, he weighed in carp and barbel for 101lb 11oz, followed by March rod Barry 

Mason with 94lb 2oz. 

 

I managed to get into the Cock Inn match on the high numbers on the Beastie Pool at Deco doing 

reasonably well with 50lb plus taken on a method feeder from wind-swept peg 21. Top rod and making 

it three wins in a row was Garry Sell. He drew peg 19 and after a very slow start quickly picked up the 

pace on a method feeder with hair rigged meat to run out a clear winner on 95lb 12oz. Second place 

went to Steve Smith on peg 31, usually this peg is never put into matches, its very cramp and rarely 

produces any amount of fish. With a stiff breeze blowing into the corner though the peg was 

transformed and Steve put a fine 77lb 1oz to the scales. Paul Faulkner was on fancied 26 and Came in 

third with 57lb 10z. 

 

Deeping St James certainly get around our local still waters throughout the summer months but keep 

coming back to North View Fishery at Gedney Hill and its easy to see why after yet another cracking 

match which saw some impressive weights recorded. None better that the 130lb3oz taken by Mick 

Atherton. Drawn fancied peg 5 he caught most of his fish from his right hand margin on banded pellet 

and dead maggot to weigh. In second place was Corby rod Dave Thorpe on peg 1 who caught fish on the 

method feeder and in the margins on dead maggot to weigh 72lb 14oz. Ray Torrington came third using 

similar tactics to Thorpe to finish with 69lb 5oz. Before this match Jon Bowland was leading the series, 

but with a poor weight in this match he dropped points and had to settle for to second equal place with 

Mike Atherton both on 29pts, and it was Ray Torrington who took the trophy with 33pts. 



 

It's good to see Haddon Lodge is back in action after a short break dew to a minor fish kill. After getting 

the all clear from the Environment Agency pleasure anglers have once again been enjoying some fine 

sport, although at the weekend the small Webbs AC match on the water failed to produce any big 

weights. Top rod was George Scally, he caught on the pole with pellet to top the field on 21lb 4oz. Tony 

Moulds came in second with 17lb 3oz followed by Andrew Perry with 11lb 10oz. 

 

 
 

With the Tydd Gote evening series coming to an end a few more anglers are now fishing the Wednesday 

and Sunday matches. Last week saw both matches fished on the Black Dyke, Sammy McSpadden topped 

the Wednesday match with a net of skimmers taken on the pole with pinkie over groundbait, weighing 

in 9lb 12oz. Runner up was John Taylor with 6lb 7oz followed by Ray Groom with 6lb 6oz. 

Sundays match again saw some consistent sport with Colin Burton taking the honours, netting skimmers 

and roach on the feeder with worm for 11lb 8oz. 6lb 11oz put Mick Asker second, then cam Colin 

Gibbons with 6lb 3oz and Alan Lemon with 5lb 11oz. 

 

One or two of our local clubs have found it tough going this season with regard to getting regular 

attendances at their matches. Despite a varied summer fixture list on waters right across the area 

Allsorts AC seem to have suffered more than most. The poor turn outs have lead to the demise of the 

club and in a short period of time it has gone from one of the strongest clubs which many of our better 

local anglers fished for, to the club officials deciding enough is enough and will fish their very last match 

under the Allsorts banner in a couple of weeks time. A sad end to what was one of the best clubs in the 

area, for years they supported Peterborough DAA, regularly fishing the River Nene, sending out work 

parties when asked and then, when the time came to switch to stillwaters they did so before many 

other clubs saw the way our local angling matches was going. I would like to think that a new club will 



rise from the ashes but looking around I doubt that will happen any time soon. 
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